CHRIS
NAUGLE

DEDICATED TO BEING

AMERICA'S #1
MONEY MENTOR

Discover how money works.
Find freedom from financial slavery.
Live with full control of your wealth.

BOOK CHRIS TODAY
To speak with and empower your group
Call: 716.320.0119 or
Email: contact@chrisnaugle.com

What do those who have realized the
greatest financial success do
differently with their money?
Former HGTV show host, real estate investor
and money manager Chris Naugle, teaches audiences
how our wealth is a result of the financial habits we live by.

Map Out The
Millionaire
Mystery!

Access the proven strategies that will help you reclaim
control of your finances and generate more money for:
Retirement

Family

Lifestyle

Real Estate Deals

Legacy

CHRIS HAS SPOKEN FOR:
Impact Players Tour

Progression Conference

Skillathon

Velocity @ Caesars Palace

REI Live

OREIA Conference

Think Realty

High Performance
Success Summit

Pit Bull Conference

Chris Naugle
teaches what
everyone needs to
know, yet no one
else is teaching.

CHRIS
NAUGLE
Chris Naugle has dedicated his life to being
America’s #1 Money Mentor. His success
includes managing over 30 million dollars in
assets in the financial services and advisory
industry and tens of millions in real estate
business, with over 200 transactions and an
HGTV pilot show since 2014.
In 20 years, Chris has built and owned 16 companies, with his businesses being featured in
Forbes, ABC and House Hunters. He is currently
the co-founder and CEO of FlipOut Academy™,
founder of The Money School™, and Money
Mentor for The Money Multiplier.
As an innovator and visionary in wealth-building
and real estate, he empowers entrepreneurs,
business owners, and real estate investors with
the knowledge of how money works. Innovating
what it takes to break the chains of financial
slavery, Chris is driven to deliver the financial
knowledge that fuels lasting freedom. To date,
he has spoken to and taught over ten thousand
Americans and shared the stage with world
leaders like Grant Cardone and Ed Mylett.

FEATURED ON:

BOOK CHRIS TODAY
Call: 716.320.0119 or
Email: contact@chrisnaugle.com

Why do the wealthy get richer and those who struggle
become poorer? Robert Kiyosaki, Tony Robbins, R.
Nelson Nash all talk about these financial secrets –
the little-known, 200-year-old wealth strategies used
by the top 5%. Inside his Money Multiplier talk, Chris
Naugle maps out the millionaire mystery and clearly
articulates these game-changing wealth-building
strategies. Learn how your money should be used,
where it should go, and how to free yourself from the
financial slavery of traditional money habits.

Wow high energy, passionate, informative, engaging,
entertaining and delivers tons of value! When it comes
to Chris Naugle as a speaker, he delivers on every one of
those points. If you have a chance to work with him,
don't even hesitate book him now. Your audience and
your team will be amazed at how engaging, entertaining
and inspiring Chris can be.
Dr. Dennis Cummins,
International Speaker-Trainer,
Author, Founder of Pro
Speaker Academy

MONEY SCHOOL:
HIGH-LEVEL HABITS
FOR REAL ESTATE INVESTING

GAINING THE EFFECTIVE EDGE
(MOTIVATIONAL)
How do you transform your life in the face of financial
uncertainty and go on to build sustainable success &
wealth? Raised in a lower-middle-class family by a
single mother, former pro snowboarder, Chris Naugle
knows what it takes to build something from
next-to-nothing. In this talk, Chris parallels what it took
to become a pro snowboarder with the strategies that
landed him a pilot show on HGTV and success as a
nationally acclaimed real estate & money manager.
Let Chris drive you beyond your fears and deliver the
financial knowledge that fuels your freedom.

BOOK CHRIS TODAY
Call: 716.320.0119 or
Email: contact@chrisnaugle.com

Chris Naugle is an exceptional teacher. He’s taught me
and my audience about money. The true ways to
increase and multiply money. Schools and the
workforce doesn’t teach us how to become wealthy.
With Chris recognizing this, he took a stand to show us
how to become wealthy. The path to wealth can be
confusing for many, with Chris’ simplified strategies and
teaching, the path is as clear as ever.

“

What have you not yet been told that you need to
know to succeed in real estate investing? Traditional
financial knowledge leaves out the truth about money,
because the knowledge of greatest value isn’t taught,
it’s sought out. Inside his Money School talk, Chris
Naugle delivers the innovative investing strategies and
high-level real estate education needed to maximize
the private money world. Create greater wealth,
access greater time freedom, and crack the code on
successful real estate deals.

Andy Audate,
Progression Conference

Chris Naugle not only rocks the stage but has been a
hugely impactful team player. Without the help of Chris
and his team, our events would not be nearly as
successful as they are. Chris brings tons of value to our
customers from the stage and brings fresh new ideas
and resources to our team. All in all Chris has the
knowledge and gifts to be able to change people’s
financial, physical, and mental lives. I can not
recommend enough working with and hiring Chris for
your events.”

“

THE MONEY MULTIPLIER:
LIVE LIKE THE WEALTHY

TESTIMONIALS

“

KEYNOTES:

Joel Gonzales,
Impact Players Tour

